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Transforma)on 6. Ar0ficial intelligence and other digital technologies—some0mes 
referred to as the Fourth Industrial Revolu0on— are disrup0ng nearly every sector of 
the economy, including agriculture (precision agriculture), mining (autonomous 
vehicles), manufacturing (robo0cs), retail (e-commerce), finance (e-payments and 
trading strategies), media (social networks), health (diagnos0cs and telemedicine), 
educa0on (online learning), public administra0on (e-governance and e-vo0ng) and 
science and technology.
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How to act?
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Zhang Linghan, professor 
of law at the China 
University of Political 
Science and Law in 
Beijing, warned that the 
rapid rise of AI could 
create a world where 
humans were ruled by 
machines.

Its electronic reach allows 
the smart court to work 
with China’s powerful 
“social credit system” to 
ban a person refusing to 
pay a debt from using a 
plane, high speed train, 
hotels or other social 
services.
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BY MELISSA HEIKKILÄ
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Predictive Policing 
through AI



Yet, in Brazil and other 
contexts marked by 
extreme racial, ethnic 
and gender inequali0es, 
such technologies can 
backfire. 

Historically marginalized 
groups are more exposed 
to mistakes made by such 
mechanisms. 
Addi0onally, these 
technologies can be used 
as a tool for community 
control – increasing 
violence, hypervigilance 
by state actors and 
judicial bias in criminal 
proceedings.
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``A consolidated transdisciplinary approach 
to understanding and managing human 

collecHve behavior will be a monumental 
challenge, yet it is a necessary one. Given 

that algorithms and companies are already 
altering our global paJerns of behavior for 
financial reasons, there is no safe hands-off 

approach..’’

``Misinformation, algorithms, dark patterns, 
and other issues arise at a rate far greater 
than they can be adequately characterized, 
much less addressed.’’

``With the rise of the digital age, this social 
network is increasingly coupled to algorithms 
that create unprecedented feedback effects.’’ 
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By Li Yuan – New York Times
Published May 6, 2022

He fears an even more 
dystopian China than what 
it is today: a digital 
totalitarian regime that 
surveils everyone, makes 
each neighborhood an on-
site concentra?on camp 
and controls the society 
with the same iron fist in a 
future crisis, be it war, 
famine, climate disaster or 
economic meltdown.
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https://www.nytimes.com/by/li-yuan


Surveillance Society

The stage, which we are living 
through now, a chaos caused by 

the profit-driven algorithmic 
amplifica?on, dissemina?on and 

microtarge?ng of corrupt 
informa?on, much of it produced 

by coordinated schemes of 
disinforma?on. 

Its effects are felt in the real world, 
where they splinter shared reality, 

poison social discourse, paralyze 
democra?c poli?cs and some?mes 

ins?gate violence and death.
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DECIPHER ME OR I'LL DEVOUR YOU: The Sphinx Enigma

Virgilio Almeida, 2022

SOCIOTECHNICAL systems: 
social media platforms

-- Powerful complex and 
opaque sociotechnical systems 

-- algorithms and data

- Researchers
- Journalists 
- Academics
- Policymakers
- Legislators

….
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“We just want more 
researchers to 
acknowledge and 
be aware of 
potential misuse. 
When you start 
working in the 
chemistry space, 
you do get informed 
about misuse of 
chemistry…In 
machine learning, 
there’s nothing of 
the sort.’’
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Imminent 
Dystopia: 
Black Mirror?
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If Amazon’s Alexa thinks you sound 
sad, should it suggest that you buy a 

gallon of ice cream?

He came away convinced that companies 
should be barred from analyzing what we 

say and how we sound to recommend 
products or personalize adverHsing 

messages.

But I got on board with his point that it’s 
worthwhile to start a public conversaHon 

about what could go wrong with voice 
technology, and decide together where 

our collecHve red lines are — before they 
are crossed.

“Using the human body for discriminaHng 
among people is something that we 

should not do,” he said.

By Shira Ovide
May 19, 2021 17

https://www.nytimes.com/by/shira-ovide


Sociotechnical systems

Google search
Facebook Newsfeed

Twi0er Timeline, Whatsapp groups

Financial, 
healthcare  and 
public services

Apple Siri
Amazon Alexa

Amazon, Ne?lix 
RecommendaBon

UBER, Airbnb, 
YouTube…

Data Collection
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New roles for computing 
research

in times of 
complex and powerful
sociatechnical systems 
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New roles for 
computer 
science in these 
Fmes of 
sociotechnical 
systems.

Computing 
as 

diagnostic

Computing 
as detector 

of social 
issues

CompuEng 
as rebuGal

Computing  
as 

formalizer

(*) Abebe, R. et al, Roles for computing in social change, 
Proceedings of the 2020 Conference on Fairness, Accountability, and Transparency, 202020



Compu&ng as a 
detector of social issues

Its ad-delivery system is 
excluding women from 

opportuni8es without regard 
to their qualifica8ons. That 

would be illegal under US 
employment law. Auditing for Discrimination in Algorithms Delivering Job Ads, Basileal 

Imana, Aleksandra Korolova, and John Heidemann, In Proceedings of The 
Web Conference 2021 (WWW ‘21), April 19–23, 2021, Ljubljana, Slovenia.21

https://ant.isi.edu/datasets/addelivery/Discrimination-Job-Ad-Delivery.pdf
https://ant.isi.edu/~imana/
https://www.korolova.com/
https://www.isi.edu/~johnh/
https://www2021.thewebconf.org/


Computing as 
diagnostic
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Tech companies and lawmakers promise that EVV will 
increase efficiency and accountability in home care and will 
reduce fraud, waste and abuse in government-funded 
programs.

Compu>ng
as rebu@al
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Peeking Beneath the Hood of Uber

Peeking under the hood of UBER, Le Chen, Alan Mislove, Christo Wilson, IMC '15: Proceedings of the 2015 Internet Measurement Conference, October 2015.

Computing  as formalizer
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• First systema+c audit of Uber’s surge pricing algorithm
• Prices update every 5 minutes

• 70% of surges last <= 10 minutes
• Uber divides ci+es into surge areas

• May save significant money by walking into an 
adjacent area

• Supply and demand do correlate with surge pricing



Experimental 
Research
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Simple Model of Human-Algorithm Interaction

SystemUser

Algorithms

Behavior

Automa-on
26



Model of human-
algorithm 
interac@on

User characterization model

Understanding model

System Model - Algorithms

SystemUser

Data collecHon

Data collection
logs

Behavior

Automation

AI TOOOLS

- LWIC
- LDA
- Word2Vec
- Empath
- WEAT
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System Model
Measure à Analyze à Model à Synthesize à Computational Models

Models
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Evaluation

Observations Artifacts

System 

Distributions of 
Random Variables

Synthetic 
Workloads

Logs and 
Traces

What if
questions:
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Characterizing A.en/on 
Cascades in WhatsApp Groups

Josemar Alves Caetano, Gabriel Magno, Marcos Gonçalves, Jussara Almeida, Humberto T. Marques-Neto, 
Virgílio Almeida

In WebSci '19: Proceedings of the 10th ACM Conference on Web Science, June 2019 Pages 27–36



WhatsApp, politics and misinformation

WebSci 2019 36

May 2018

October 2018



Research 
ques+ons

W
ebSci 2019

• How different are attention cascades in 
political and nonpolitical groups on 
WhatsApp?

• What is the impact of false information on 
the characteristics of attention cascades?
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Attention 
cascade 
example

WebSci 2019 38



Studying a=en>on cascades on WhatsApp 
using 3 dimensions

WebSci 2019 39

Structural

• Number of 
nodes

• Depth
• Maximum 

breadth

Temporal

• Dura:on
• Structural 

characteris:cs 
over :me

User 
participation

• Unique users
• Rela:onships 

mo:fs



Cascade dura*on and unique users

W
ebSci 2019
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Findings

W
ebSci 2019

• Differences in the structural and temporal characteris?cs of poli?cal groups when 
compared to non-poli?cal groups. 

• Cascades with false informa?on in poli?cal groups are deeper, wider and reach 
more users than cascades with falsehood in non-poli?cal groups.

• Poli?cal cascades last longer than non-poli?cal ones. 

• AMen?on cascades in WhatsApp groups reflect real-world events that capture 
public aMen?on
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• E.g.: compu@ng research as detector of social issues: hate 
speech, discrimina@on, etc.  
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FAT* '20: Proceedings of the ACM 2020 Conference on Fairness, 
Accountability, and Transparency.

Computing as detector of social issues
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Research ques?ons:

To which extent do 
users systema?cally 
gravitate towards 
more extreme 
content? 

Do algorithmic 
recommenda?ons 
steer users towards 
more extreme 
content? 
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Findings

• Hypothesis: radicaliza?on happens on YouTube

• By analyzing 349 channels, 330k videos and 72M 
comments, we found:
• compelling evidence of significant and 

consistent migra?on from milder to more 
extreme commni?es

• recommender system does not seem to be 
systema?cally benefi?ng the more extreme 
videos, but s?ll binds communi?es together.

• We did not find why this phenomenon happens 
on YouTube.
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• Source: A. Koenecke et al., ‘‘Racial disparities in automated  speech 
recognition,’’ Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., vol. 117, 354 no. 14, pp. 7684–7689, 
Apr 2020. 
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How do illiterate 
people  interact with 
Intelligent Voice 
Assistants? 

• Helen T.,  Furtado F., Almeida V. et al, ``How do illiterate people interact 
with an Intelligent Voice Assistant? (2021) submi\ed.
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Characterizing 
Vaccination 
Movements on 
YouTube in the 
United States 
and Brazil

Marcelo Sartori Locatelli
Josemar Caetano
Wagner Meira Jr.
Virgilio Almeida

June 2022

HT '22: Proceedings of the 33rd ACM Conference on Hypertext and Social MediaJune 2022 Pages 80–90. 
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Research 
Questions

• Q1: What are the characteristics that 
differentiate pro-vaccine and anti-
vaccine online comments? 

• Q2: What kind of language drives 
engagement in online comments? 

• Q3: What are similarities and 
differences between pro and anti-
vaccination campaigns in the United 
States and Brazil? 

• Q4: What are characteristics of the 
pro and anti-vaccine videos removed 
from YouTube?
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Dataset • Data on 142 channels (pro and an^-vaccine);
• Vaccine related videos;
• Comments on those videos;
• Detection of video takedowns;
• Videos tracked from 11th July 2021 to 3rd October 2021.
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Results - Tone of Comments – Valence
(Brazil)
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Conclusion

• The results provide insights to 
understanding  communication 
techniques of pro- and anti-vaccine 
groups;

• The results can be useful for designing 
interventions to minimize dissemination 
of anti-vaccine content;

• Moderation policies on social networks 
vary depending on the language and the 
perceived importance of the country.
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Onde atuar
para minimizar 
a disseminação 
de 
desinformação 
em companhas 
políOcas?

Source: Starbird, 
K. 202155



Second Revolution. Such a development, says 
Norbert Wiener, is certain. When it does come, he 
argues, it will usher in "the second industrial 
revolution," which will devalue the human brain as 
the first industrial revolution devalued the human 
arm. He points out that only a few hand workers 
can now compete with power-driven machines.

Soon, he warns, there will be wholly automatic 
factories with artificial brains keeping track of every 
process. They will order raw materials, inspect 
them, store them, route them through the plant. 
They will pay bills, blow the factory whistle and pay 
the help (if any).

January 23, 1950 |    Vol. LV No. 4 56
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Evolution of the Digital World: narratives

Next Decade
Policy and  

Regula-on & 
Governance

Last Decade
Technical 

Innova-ons 

Previous Decades
Infra-structure
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Digital Governance

• “Digital governance is the practice of establishing and implementing policies, 
procedures, and standards for the proper development, use, and management of the 
infosphere” (Floridi 2018).

• Digital governance is the capacity of multiple institutions in the digital world to govern 
(in a legitimate, inclusive, and secure manner) the use of digital  commons to produce 
sustainable services and public policies implemented by governments and firms in a 
non-territorial and results-based manner (Filgueiras and Almeida, 2020).

• Three essential and common elements of governance structures: i) Decision-making; 
ii) Accountability and transparency; iii) Coordination
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Computing research community can shed light on  key problems of digital 
governance – evidence-based policies

Research 
- Audit the informaLon ecosystem finding places where governance is needed

- Assess exisLng public and private policies
- Propose new policies

Development of Regulatory Models

Empirical Models
Analytical

Models

Mul+disciplinary
Studies

Theoretical
Models

DATA                        DATA                          DATA

data from
social media
platforms
are a key
element.
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obrigado!

virgilio@dcc.ufmg.br

publica(on list available at:

h"ps://scholar.google.com/cita2ons?user=sPKpIPwAAAAJ&hl=en&oi=ao
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Complexity of 
technological 
societies

• According to Yochai Benkler (Harvard), one should not assume 
that technology is exogenous to markets, nor that it is 
determinis0c. 

• Yochai Benkler (Harvard University) has challenged several 
current theories that suggest phenomena like the automa0on 
of work are either inevitable or will follow a predetermined 
path.

• Using automa0on as an example, he argued that it is not 
predetermined but will be affected by a complex web of 
background choices and ins0tu0ons whether a society will 
move towards a replacement of the workforce with robots or 
complement human labor with machines. 
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The Right to Be Forgotten:
A Data-Driven Study

Jason Xue, ECNU and NYU-Shanghai
Gabriel Magno, UFMG
Evandro Cunha, UFMG
Virgilio Almeida, UFMG
Keith W. Ross, NYU and NYU-Shanghai
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The RTBF Law: Motivation
• Suppose when people google your name, the 

first link points to an ar?cle:
• about you going bankrupt 20 years ago. 
• or a crime for which you were acquiMed. 
• or a minor crime commiMed as a child.
• or personal private informa?on, such as 

your home address or sexual orienta?on. 
• What can you do besides cry?
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Proof of Concept: El Mundo

• Query El Mundo with 37 Spanish terms related to 
crime and download 85K articles.

• Extract names from articles.
• To reduce query effort, use heuristic filters to reduce 

title+name combinations to 6,410 queries. (4,164 
articles)

• Sequentially query google.es from a single machine.
• Discover 2 previously unknown RTBF delisted links.
• Double check by querying google.es with title only 

and google.com with name only.  
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Our Main 
Result: Data-
Driven A3ack

• We took a data- driven approach to study the RTBF in the 
traditional media outlets, its consequences, and its 
susceptibility to inference attacks.

• With moderate resources and hacking skills, a 
transparency activist can determine delisted URLs and the 
names of the people who requested the de-listings. 

• The activist can then republish on URLs and names on his 
own well-known website.

• Can lead to the Streisand effect, putting the efficacy of the 
RTBF law into question.
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